Abstract-A four-sector cross-shaped urban microcellular system with intelligent switched-beam antennas is proposed. Each sector covers a street block with a base station located at an intersection, and an intelligent beam-switching scheme is used to locate mobile users in the most suitable beam coverage. Due to directional narrow-beam patterns and waveguide effects of tall buildings, radio signals along vertical and horizontal streets do not interfere with each other. Therefore, a channel can be reused simultaneously in multiple neighboring cells as long as cochannels do not encounter each other along the line of sight. The proposed scheme has a channel reuse efficiency of 0.95 for a traffic load of 0.02 [new-call arrivals/s/cell]. The system also increases system capacity more than three times with a blocking probability of 1% and considerably reduces handoff traffic when compared with a conventional cross-shaped microcellular system with an omnidirectional beam pattern.
I. INTRODUCTION
C APACITY demands for mobile communications are rapidly increasing. One solution to this problem is to increase radio resource utilization. Microcell-based systems have been proposed in order to augment spectrum utilization using a short cochannel reuse distance, especially in urban areas [1] - [4] . At the same time, sectored cells with directional antennas have also been studied in order to reduce cochannel interferences and to increase system capacity [5] , [6] .
Urban microcellular and macrocellular systems have different features. Radio signals in tall building environments experience difficult propagation phenomena such as fading, shadowing, and corner effect [7] - [11] . These phenomena cause urban microcell shapes to approximate street patterns [12] - [14] . Both a cross-shaped and a cigar-shaped microcell pattern have been considered based upon the position of a base station [15] , [16] . Therefore, the classical channel reuse scheme in a cluster of seven cells may not be valid in an urban microcellular environment [17] . Moreover, unpredictable radio propagation in urban areas requires real-time channel control based upon measured data in order to minimize cochannel interferences [18] .
Three-and six-sector cells have been considered in hexagonal macrocell environments [19] , [20] . Sectored cells can reduce cochannel interference using directional antennas and thus can increase the carrier to interference ratio. However, sectored cells may generate undesirable intersector handoffs, which may be more severe in microcellular systems. Moreover, the three-and six-sector cell structures are not suitable for cross-and cigarshaped urban cellular environments.
Lopez et al. [21] and Ho et al. [22] used a switched-beam intelligent antenna with trunkpool techniques to reduce the number of intersector handoffs and to increase system capacity. This scheme manages a user's intersector movement by simple beam switching instead of using a complex handoff procedure. Channel switching concepts were also proposed by Lee [23] and Cho et al. [24] .
In this paper, a four-sector cross-shaped urban microcellular system with intelligent switched-beam antennas is proposed. Four directional narrow-beam antennas, i.e., one beam per sector, are used. Intersector handoffs can be avoided using trunkpool techniques [22] . Due to directional narrow-beam patterns and waveguide effects of tall buildings, radio signals along vertical and horizontal streets do not interfere with each other. Therefore, a channel can be reused simultaneously in multiple neighboring cells as long as cochannels do not encounter each other along the line of sight. Moreover, some intercell handoffs can be replaced by simple intercell beam-switching if all time clocks of base stations (BSs) are synchronized.
The proposed system is evaluated and compared with a conventional cross-shaped cellular system with omnidirectional antennas in terms of channel reuse efficiency, blocking probability, intercell/intracell handoff rates, and intercell/intracell beam-switching rates. In this analysis, typical low-tier user mobility patterns in urban areas, such as straight movement along streets and 90 turns at intersections or driveways, are considered.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the proposed system; Section III evaluates system performance using a multidimensional Newton method; Section IV gives numerical examples; and Section V presents conclusions.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A. Architecture
A grid-structured urban area like Manhattan is considered. Fig. 1 illustrates a four-sector cross-shaped urban microcellular system using intelligent switched-beam antennas. Each beam covers a street block, which is considered to be a sector. A BS is located at every other intersection, thereby yielding crossshaped cells. An intelligent switched-beam antenna, which is implemented in a BS, controls the connections between radio channel units and antenna beams to provide a mobile user with any radio channel in a cell independent of the current sector. Every BS needs to exchange information on channel assignment states with the neighboring BSs in four directions: up, down, left, and right.
B. Radio Propagation Model
It is assumed that radio signals that propagate along vertical and horizontal streets do not interfere with each other due to a directional narrow-beam pattern from the BS and waveguide effect of neighboring tall buildings. In real environments, however, there are some signal leakages between tall buildings. These signal leakages may interfere with cochannel users staying in neighboring perpendicular streets. However, the amount of cochannel interference may be negligible.
To verify this argument, we numerically compare the received signal strength from the home BS with cochannel interfering signal strength from a neighboring BS. In Fig. 2 , BS_I is a home BS and BS_II is an interfering BS. A line-of-sight (LOS) exists between the caller and the home BS, but not between the caller and the interfering BS. Based on previous studies on LOS prop- agation in urban areas [2] , [25] - [28] , the average received power over multipath fading is expressed as (1) where transmitter power; ; breakpoint distance ( and are the transmit and receive antenna heights, respectively, and is the wavelength) [14] , [28] , [29] ; distance between BS and a caller; log-normal random variable with a standard deviation of approximately 3 dB [8] . Based on previous experimental data [8] , [29] , [30] and a diffraction-based theoretical model [14] , a simple empirical model for the received power under urban NLOS propagation conditions yields (2) where shortest distance from BS to a caller; attenuation exponent; log-normal random variable with a standard deviation of approximately 5 dB [8] . Therefore, the ratio of the caller's received power for the desired signal to that for the cochannel interfering signal is given by (3) where is a block distance and is the distance between a caller and home BS.
is also a random variable with a Cauchy density function (4) Then, the cochannel error probability that this ratio is less than a predetermined threshold can be expressed as (5) Fig. 3 shows the cochannel error probability on forward link for (for 900 MHz), m, m, , and dB according to the caller's position when the directional beam antenna gain of BS is 20 dB. The dotted line and the solid line in Fig. 3 represent the cochannel error probabilities with narrow-beam directional and omnidirectional antennas, respectively. Both of the cochannel error probabilities are maintained below 0.1%, which is tolerable, and the assumption that radio signals that propagate along vertical and horizontal streets do not interfere with each other is acceptable.
C. Channel Assignment Scheme
A radio channel used in a given sector can be simultaneously reused in its neighboring cells, excluding an interfering sector, as shown in Fig. 4 . A BS checks a lookup table, which has channel assignment states of the interfering sectors included in adjoining cells, and then determines whether a radio traffic channel is available considering cochannel interferences from adjoining cells. Fig. 5 shows an example of the lookup table. cover the caller using the most suitable antenna beam. An intracell migrationcallthatdoesnotencounteranycochannelinterferences from adjoining cells holds the current channel using simple antenna beam switching, as shown in Fig. 6 . This procedure is called intracell beam switching. During an intracell beam switching, callers do not recognize any changes, and therefore no signaling message is needed between a caller and a BS.
2) Intracell Handoff: If an intracell migration call encounters any cochannel interferences from neighboring cells, then a new channel that does not cause any cochannel interference is assigned to the caller through a new antenna beam, as shown in Fig. 7 . This procedure is called an intracell handoff, which may require signaling messages between a caller and a BS.
3) Intercell Beam Switching: Crossing a cell boundary and entering a new cell that has been referred as a handoff yields an intercell migration in this paper, as shown in Fig. 8 . An intercell migration call requires a seamless service from a new BS. In conventional cellular systems, a handoff procedure tries to change the current channel to a new one that belongs to a new BS to keep the call going. On the other hand, all BSs share the same channel group in this system. Therefore, if an intercell migration call finds that the current channel is idle in the target cell and that does not cause any cochannel interferences to callers staying in neighboring cells, then the call does not need to change the current channel. In synchronized systems where all time clocks of BSs are synchronized, an intercell migration call can maintain the current channel with a few signaling messages. We call this procedure an intercell beam switching, which may save signaling traffic loads, especially on radio links, compared to conventional complex handoff procedures. 4) Intercell Handoff: As shown in Fig. 9 , if an intercell migration call encounters cochannel interference in a new cell or causes cochannel interference to a caller in a neighboring cell, a new available channel must be assigned to the call through a conventional handoff procedure. This is called an intercell handoff in this paper. Table I summarizes the four call-management schemes: 1) intracell beam switching, 2) intracell handoff, 3) intercell beam switching, and 4) intercell handoff.
E. User Mobility
Low-tier users in urban areas typically move linearly along streets and sometimes enter buildings or turn 90 at intersections. Fig. 10 shows typical user motions in a cross-shaped cell. (5)] requires a handoff to an indoor wireless system. It is assumed that all buildings have private indoor wireless systems, which interact with public outdoor systems through intersystem handoffs. In this analysis, only a public outdoor system is considered. Out-of-building calls are considered to be identical to new calls, and into-building calls cause a channel release. Cases (1), (2), and (6) represent call terminations within a cell.
III. SYSTEM ANALYSIS
In the proposed system, every cell uses a common channel set in order to increase a reuse efficiency of radio resources. Therefore, a call may be blocked even though there are idle channels in a cell if the idle channels are all occupied in the interfering sectors of neighboring cells. A call blocking probability and a channel reuse efficiency are important performance issues in this paper. The call blocking probability is evaluated in terms of call movement probabilities, call arrival rates, call service rates, and channel steady-state probabilities.
In order to analyze the proposed system, the following assumptions are made. A. Modeling Fig. 11 shows a mathematical user movement model in a cross-shaped cell. denotes the block distance. The distance from a call generation point to the nearest cell boundary is a random variable . Random variable represents the distance from a call generation point to the cell boundary in the caller's direction of movement. Random variable is the distance from a call generation point to a building gate through which the caller enters a building. The variable is assumed to be exponentially distributed with a mean of .
B. Intercell Migration Probabilities
Let denote the system state to represent the number of channels in use in a cell, the total number of channels in a system. An intracell migration call requires a handoff in a new sector when a cochannel user is staying in the interfering sector. The probability that an intracell migration call requires an intracell handoff is written as (6) , shown at the bottom of the page. A new call requires an intercell migration if a caller does not enter any building and the call lasts until the caller crosses a cell boundary. Therefore, the probability that a new call requires an intercell migration at state is given by (7), also shown at the bottom of the page, where is a probability that an intracell migration call fails in handoff at state , and is later given by (17) . The cumulative distribution functions , , and in (7) are given by (8) The state of the adjoining cell which includes the interfering sector The current channel is used at the interfering sector (6) (7) Similarly, the probability that an intercell migration call requires another intercell migration at state is written as (11) where represents the probability that an intercell immigration call does not terminate and that the caller does not enter buildings until another intercell migration.
represents the probability that a caller succeeds in an intracell migration without call dropping.
C. Other Probabilities
If an intracell migration call encounters any cochannel interference from a new sector's neighboring cells, the BS replaces its current channel with a new available channel. A new call requires an intracell handoff under the following conditions:
1) The user moves in direction , as shown in Fig. 11 .
2) The user does not enter any building and the call lasts until an intracell migration. 3) The current call requires a new channel because a beam switching is unavailable.
Then, the probability that a new call requires an intracell handoff is derived as (12) where is the probability that an intracell migration call requires an intracell handoff and is the probability that a caller moves in direction from a call generation point. Similarly, the probability that an intercell migration call requires an intracell handoff can be obtained as (13) Among intercell migration calls, the calls whose channels are idle in a new cell can maintain the current channels through intercell beam switching if they do not encounter cochannel interference from interfering sectors. Case of an intercell migration shown in Fig. 12 is processed by beam switching only if the current channel is idle in Cell B. On the other hand, Case is processed through beam switching between Cell A and Cell C (Cell D) if the current channel is idle in both Cell C (Cell D) and the north sector (south sector) of Cell D (Cell C). It is assumed that a direction choice has an equal probability of 1/3 for directions of , , and . Then, the probability that an intercell migration call experiences intercell beam switching is given by (14) where the first term is for case and the second term is for cases and . In the proposed system, a call may be blocked even though there are idle channels in the current cell if all idle channels are occupied in an interfering sector. A new call generated at state is blocked under the following conditions:
1) the state of the adjoining cell that includes an interfering sector is at least larger than ; 2) all idle channels of the current cell are occupied in the interfering sector.
The call blocking probability at state is expressed as 
Therefore, the blocking probability is written as (16) Similarly, and (the probability that an intercell migration call fails in both a beam switching and a handoff attempt at state ) can be obtained as (17) (18) Notations related to all the probabilities are summarized in Table II .
D. Migration Call Rate
The mean intercell migration call rate is represented by the probability law [31] . (19) where an intercell migration call rate at state , , is given by (19) can be rearranged as (20) As mentioned earlier, all intercell migration calls do not experience handoffs. The arrival rate of intercell handoff calls is given by (21) Therefore, the arrival rate of intercell beam-switching calls is expressed as (22) The arrival rate of intracell handoff calls is given by (23) 
E. Channel Holding Time
There are three cases where a caller releases a channel: 1) call completion, 2) upon entering a building, and 3) migration to another cell. The channel holding time is derived as (24) where and denote the cell sojourn times for building entrance and intercell migration calls, respectively. Therefore, the cumulative distribution function of is expressed as (25) In (25), the cumulative distribution functions and are derived as follows.
1) Since the variable
is equal to , is obtained from (8) as (26) 2) The variable is equal to , and the variable has a uniform distribution (0, 2 ) for new calls and a constant value of 2 for intercell migration calls. Therefore, has a probability density function (pdf) for new calls and for intercell migration calls, as shown in Fig. 13 . is given by for new calls for intercell migration calls (27) where is a unit step function. The average service rate , which is the reciprocal of average channel holding time, is expressed as (28)
F. Steady-State Probability
The system considered herein is represented by an model characterized by Poisson call arrivals, generally distributed service time, finite channels, and no queue. The steady-state probability of the system can be obtained by the balance equation for an system [32] , [33] . The steady-state probability at state can be obtained as (29) (30) where is the total offered load and is given by [34] and and denote the average service rates for new calls and intercell migration calls, respectively. A Newton method is used to evaluate the steady state probability. Equations (29) and (30) can be represented as a function in the following form:
Let and be the column vectors representing the following:
where represents the number of iterations in the Newton method. Then, the Newton method [35] is applied to obtain a recursive relation (34) where is a Jacobian matrix of and is given by
With an initial vector , a convergent value of can be obtained after several iterations.
IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
The parameter values used in numerical examples are listed in Table III . In general, the channel reuse efficiency can be defined as a ratio of the number of channels assigned to one cell to the total number of channels in the system. For example, four and seven cell cluster systems have a channel reuse efficiency of 1/4 and 1/7, respectively. In the proposed system, a cell manages all system channels of . However, a call can be blocked before channels are fully occupied because of cochannel interferences from neighboring cells. Therefore, the channel reuse efficiency in the proposed system is actually less than one. The channel reuse efficiency can be redefined as
Maximum number of available channels in a cell
Total number of channels in a system (35) The definition (35) is coincident with a general case. Fig. 14 shows the channel reuse efficiency versus the new call arrival rate. As the traffic load becomes heavier, calls are more likely to experience interference, and therefore, the channel reuse efficiency decreases. The channel reuse efficiency, however, is much higher than for conventional fourand seven-cell cluster systems. Fig. 15 shows the blocking probabilities [which are represented in (16) ] versus the call holding time for various . As the call holding time increases the traffic load increases, and, therefore, the blocking probability increases. The greater the value of , the greater the blocking probability because the channel holding time becomes longer. The proposed system is now compared with a conventional cross-shaped cell system with an omnidirectional antenna in terms of blocking probability and handoff call rates. A channel assignment scheme in the conventional cross-shaped cell system is considered to have a channel reuse efficiency of 0.5, as shown in Fig. 16 . The blocking probability and the handoff call rate of the conventional cross-shaped cell can be obtained by referring to [36] . Fig. 17 illustrates the blocking probabilities of the proposed system and the conventional cross-shaped cell system for . With a blocking probability of 1%, the proposed system can accommodate new calls with , while the conventional cross-shaped cell system has . This example shows a system capacity increase of approximately 310%. Fig. 18 shows various call arrival rates versus new call arrival rate.
( ) [which is represented in Fig. 17 . Comparison with the conventional cross-shaped cellular system in terms of blocking probability. (22)] corresponds to the handoff call rate in conventional cellular systems. In the proposed system, some intercell migration calls ( in Fig. 18 ) can be handled by simple intercell beam switching instead of by handoffs.
[which is represented in (14) ] is shown in Fig. 19 . Therefore, the handoff call rate in the proposed system is less than for the conventional cross-shaped cell system . Although there is additional handoff traffic load ( ) due to intracell handoff calls, the proposed system reduces handoff traffic load compared with the conventional cross-shaped cell system because .
V. CONCLUSION
A four-sector cross-shaped urban microcellular system with intelligent switched-beam antennas is proposed and evaluated. In the proposed system, a radio traffic channel can be reused simultaneously in multiple adjoining cells and intra/intercell handoffs can be handled with simple beam switching between the corresponding beams. Although intracell handoffs occur, the additional traffic load is insignificant when compared with the gain obtained by reducing intercell handoffs. The proposed system increases system capacity more than three times with a blocking probability of 1% compared with a conventional cross-shaped microcellular system, which has an omnidirectional antenna beam pattern. 
